Organizational information

Conference dates: August 25-30, 2008. Hosted by: Kazan State University named after Ulyanov-Lenin (KSU) Postal Address: 18, Kremlyovskaya St., Kazan, Russia. Chairman of Organizing Committee: Solovyev V. D., Professor, Vice Rector of Information Technologies of KSU. E-mail of Organizing Committee: ilya_margulis@mail.ru. Organizing Committee Telephone Number: +7-903-305-54-68, +7-950-313-49-47. Conference Site: http://textualheritage.org/conf/. The ways to the University Campus

The routes of city transport along the Pushkin Str. And the Tukay Square (which will lead you to the University campus):
Trolleybuses: ¹¹ 2, 7, 17.
Tramways: ¹¹ 5, 12, 20, 21.
The way to the University Campus from the Central Railway Station:
trolleybus ¹ 1, bus of little capacity ¹ 10, tramway ¹ 20 to the &ldquo;University&rdquo; stop. University Campus

Information for people who would like to arrive to Kazan by air/Web-sites with the information about the time-tables of flights and booking of tickets:
http://avia.tgt.ru/flight/index.asp?dc=MOW&ac=KZN
https://www.aeroflot.ru/booking_sabre.aspx

The cost of Moscow-Kazan ticket: 2000-7500 rub. In summer the cost is usually going up. The Booking and Information Center of &ldquo;Aeroflot&rdquo; (Call-Center) Tel. (24hours) in Moscow +7 (495) 223-55-55, in Saint-Petersburg +7 (812) 718-55-55, from other regions of Russia 8-800-333-55-55.Information about flights (airports of Moscow) Sheremetyevo 1 - +7(495) 578-2372, Sheremetyevo 2 - +7(495) 956-4666, Domodedovo - +7(495) 323-8160, +7(495) 323-8361
Vnukovo - +7(495) 436-2813.
Shcheremetyevo 2 - +7(495) 578-8084, Domodedovo - +7(495) 795-3573

The following web-sites will help you to choose the hotel and to book the rooms: Kazan hotels - http://www.kazanhotels.ru/.
"Tatarstan" Hotel (Kazan) - http://www.hotel-tatarstan.ru/.
"Shalyapin" Hotel (Kazan) - http://www.shalyapin-hotel.ru/.

Telephones and information about some hotels in Kazan &ldquo;Tatarstan&rdquo;: HotelTel. : Administrator - +7 (843) 238-8379, booking - +7 (843) 231-6704. Address: 4, Pushkin Str., Kazan. The cost of living: one place in double room - from 900 rub for 24 hours. The cost of living include: the cost of breakfast. In summer the cost is usually going up.
Website of the hotel: http://www.hotel-tatarstan.ru/.

&ldquo;Shalyapin&rdquo; HotelTel. : the office of accommodation - +7 (843) 238-2800. Address: 7/80, Universitetskaya Str., Kazan. The cost of living: single room - from 3300 rub. For 24 hours. The cost of living include: the cost of breakfast and Fitness-center attendance. In summer the cost is usually going up. Booking of the rooms: free, in case of your not living in this hotel you are to deny the booking not later then 24 hours before your planned arrival. If no, the hotel will fine the cost of one &ldquo;24 hours&rdquo;: Internet: wireless Wi-Fi across the whole hotel (this service is free) or you can use the Internet in the Business-Center of the hotel (additional service).